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 gtk matty1: if it is that strong it would probably kill you ooooooo do i use an iso image to run ubuntu 13.10? I am looking for a screenshot of the Ubuntu unity desktop which is equal to the following: for livecd? sacarlson, hehehe yep i think that is it I need more than just speed when i found it, it has a link to an article which explains what i need to do, and how to do it. however, after clicking on the
link it leads me to a page that has a scrollbar and cannot be scrolled andry: I don't think you'll find that, try a find on google maybe andry, what is the point of it? i need to get my table with the output of the test i do to run some kind of calibration, and i need to look at this screenshot, so i can find the file where it is mentioned in the article anyone? ozzy1234, no sorry, i thought i was in the #emacs

channel but was in #ubuntu, i never got a response to my question in #emacs but how am i going to install it like how do i mount the iso image? ozzy1234, if you want it on your usb drive all you need to do is boot into the cd option then start live ubuntu ozzy1234: I use unetbootin to put my iso on usb drives ooh ok i can do that if i have my usb drive connected but if i need to have my usb drive
disconnected? ozzy1234, then you should google a unetbootin download and put it on your usb drive ozzy1234, yeah that 82157476af
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